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Description:

- Mechanical test laboratory
- Chemical test laboratory
- Laboratory archive and library
- Qualification and long term testing 
   (please check Faratec qualification test catalog)
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Before production : Quallity control on raw materials
During production : Quality control  during production phase
After production: Quality control on finished poroducts
Production audit
Ducumentation
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Since the quality of raw materials has a major impact on the quality of Since the quality of raw materials has a major impact on the quality of 
the manufacturer's products, these materials are purchased carefully 
from reliable resources, and all of the necessary tests are carried out 
before they are consumed. Purchase of raw materials is done from the 
approved sources of the Faratec Technology Center, thus the quality of 
the products will be guaranteed in accordance with the company's 
standards and technical specifications of the pipes.
 In addition, appropriate quality control tests are carried out on raw  In addition, appropriate quality control tests are carried out on raw 
materials purchased, in accordance with the company's quality control 
program. Taking into account the quality considerations in purchasing 
raw materials, the company ensures the quality of the superior         
products. In the quality control unit, the following controls are               
implemented in three stages:

a. Pre-production tests on input materials
b. Tests and controls during productionb. Tests and controls during production
c. Post-production tests on the final product

The main raw materials in the production of GRP pipes are as follows:

- Glass fiber
- Resin 
- Catalyst
- Filer (silica sand)
- Chemical additives and accelerators 
- Surface mat- Surface mat

Final product and related tests
The final product shall be subjected to following control checks:
- Visual inspection
- Hardness (Barcol)
- Wall thickness
- Length and diameter 
- Hydrostatic test (twice the nominal pressure)- Hydrostatic test (twice the nominal pressure)
- Structural analysis of the Pipes and design verification 
   (Loss On Ignition or L.O.I test)
- Tensile test in axial and hoop directions 
- And etc.
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